
1. Prepare the lawn edge using a tensioned rope line for a 
straight edge. For a curved edge use a method that creates 
a smooth curve. Remove any obstructions such as stones 
or roots that would hinder the edging being installed. A lawn 
edging tool or spade can be used to define this edge which 
must be vertical.

2. The smoother edge should face outwards for the best 
aesthetic look with the bent top on the inside (grass side).

4. Use the supplied steel plate and bolts to connect the EDGESCAPE  
to the next piece (Do this before knocking fully into the ground).
Insert the plate under the gap left by the bent top slot on the rear 
edge of the lawn edging and align the squared holes.
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Installation method for EDGESCAPE
EDGESCAPE lawn edging has many applications and 
nstallation may differ for each of these due to the soil
conditions and local requirements. Our guidelines below
should be followed as closely as possible to ensure
EDGESCAPE is installed both safely and aesthetically.

INSTALLATION GUIDELINES
CORTEN

Steel colour when supplied and installed                                   The CORTEN material will weather within a few weeks after installing providing a rustic look as above.

3. Push one end of a section of the EDGESCAPE edging into the 
ground at the required height, leaving the other end clear to be 
able to link the next section. Starting at one end, using a wooden 
block and mallet, tap the edging into the ground. Move along
the edging to ensure a level installation. Ensure the edging is 
knocked in vertically.
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This installation guide is a basic set of guidelines. With any work please ensure that safety is considered including the wearing of gloves and eye protection.
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5. Insert the bolt in the square hole from the side of the 
EDGESCAPE and across the steel plate. Rotate the bolt so 
that it fully engages the square hole. Screw the nut using the 
supplied hex key.

6. Connect the next piece by sliding the plate inside the slot of 
the next lawn edging and fix the second bolt as shown in point 5.

7. The smooth bevelled top of EDGESCAPE should be level 
with where the soil and grass meet (flush with the soil). This 
will ensure that a lawn mower doesn’t come into contact with 
EDGESCAPE.

9. EDGESCAPE can be cut using a hacksaw if the last length is too 
long for your requirements. It is important to use a file to smooth any 
cut. To stop rusting it is advisable to prime and paint the cut edge. 

10. Installed edging will weather and the surface only will rust
within a few weeks. 
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8. For corners and curves, use a block of wood or another solid 
item to form the shape required. The edging can easily be bent 
by hand. We suggest all corners should be bent, rather than
two lengths joined.


